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Health risk assessments can be made via health checkups with the PHC. A health assessment algorithm, called Bangladesh logic (B-Logic), was created based on international diagnostic standards [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and introduced into all disease management activities of PHC. A set of interventions including consultation with on-site medical staff, consultation with remote physician, and referral to a hospital was designed to detect subjects at risk of NCDs and to provide appropriate intervention.
However, the effectiveness of B-logic as a prevention strategy for NCDs has not yet been evaluated. Although it can identify subjects currently with certain NCDs (e,g, hypertension), the detection of clinical values (e.g., BP) at levels above a given risk threshold, does not negate the possibility that subjects at risk of NCDs in the near future are not accurately detected by B-logic.
An emerging technique in the field of preventive medicine employs data-driven predictive analytics to accurately derive insights from medical records to predict disease progression [8] . For example, Karimi et al. [9] used a decision tree and support vector machine to predict metabolic syndrome in a sample of 2,107 participants. Moreover, Colubri et al. [10] developed a machine learning pipeline for Ebola prognosis prediction that packages the best models into a mobile application available in clinical care settings. Li et al. [11] used a lasso logistic regression model and predicted the risk for colorectal cancer with personal characteristics and fecal immunological test. As popular and effective approaches to predictive analytics, data science and machine learning are highly regarded due to their success in diagnosis, prediction, and choice of treatment [12, 13, 14] . Accordingly, the current study focused on improving our triage algorithm by analyzing collected medical records and by proposing a cost-effective personalized predictive model based on machine learning techniques to detect individual at risk of progressing to NCDs. Specifically, diabetes and hypertension, which are typical NCDs, along with obesity, which is known to be highly related to many NCDs, were selected as the targets for analysis in this study.
Methods

Source of Data/Participants
The PHC as shown in Figure 1 comprises a set of sensor devices, a data transmission system linked to a mobile network, and a data management application.
Health care service with PHC was provided in five rural villages and five factories/offices in Bangladesh. During the visit of the PHC program, we set up PHC devices in each study area, and residents who lived nearby were asked to voluntarily undergo our health checkup. After completing a questionnaire, which asked about liter-acy, occupation, time since the last meal, present symptoms, past diseases, medication, smoking, weight change, exercise, walking speed, eating behavior, sleeping, and the desire to have a healthy lifestyle, subjects underwent a health checkup using the sensor devices in the PHC. Measurements including blood glucose, blood pressure, weight, height, etc. were performed by qualified health care professionals, whereas the other tests were performed by trained staff. Categorized results for four risk groups, which were graded as green (healthy), yellow (caution), orange (affected), and red (emergent) according to the rule based triage algorithm (B-logic) implemented for PHC, were printed and explained to subjects by local staff. For subjects categorized as being at health risk of NCDs (yellow, orange, or red grade), an intervention consisting of a booklet and consultation with on-site staff was provided. For orange and red grade subjects, we also provided a tele-medical intervention (through Skype) with a physician at our call center (in Dhaka, Bangladesh), which is far away from our study areas. The physician could send a tele-prescription via the network, and subjects could then visit their local pharmacy to purchase the prescribed medication. Subjects identified as red-grade were furthermore refereed to the nearest hospital by a remote physician in the Skype tele-consultation [2] .
The PHC field study was conducted between July 2012 and March 2014 (first year: July 2012-February 2013; second year: June 2013-March 2014). Some visited areas of the first years are revisited in the second year based on the outcome of first year to accomplish a follow-up for the subjects of first year. In total, 16,741 subjects were assessed in the first health checkup and 2,110 participated in both years of the program. This study was approved by the Ethics Review Committee of Kyushu University Hospital. Figure 2 shows the data selection process, which classified subjects in groups (A-E), as described below. To better understand the ability of PHC as a NCD prevention program to prevent hypertension, diabetes and obesity, we identified subjects who participated in both years of the program (n=2110; group D in Figure 2 ) from all subjects who participated in both years of the program.
Risk Groups
To target individuals at risk of hypertension, diabetes, or obesity, we conducted a series of data selection procedure to select the risk groups in our study. First we identified subjects in whom values of three checkup item: BP, blood sugar(BS) and body mass index(BMI) had not decreased in the second study year (Group E in Figure 2 ).
In addition to considering the separate BP, BS and BMI values, we also acknowledged the fact that some subjects would be at greater risk for NCDs due to having high values for more than one of these three items (e.g. both increased BP and BS). Therefore we further subdivided Group E subjects, identifying those in whom values for any two of the three items had risen in 2013(fourth column of Group E; Figure 2 ). Finally, from the subjects in Group E, we identified four sub-groups of subjectswhose BP, BS, BMI, repectively, were higher than the yellow-grade of B-logic. Since hypertension, diabetes and obesity are common NCDs and a person can have more than one of these diseases at the same, we also created the target risk group who has more than two of above diseases in the second year as show in Figure 2 .
These subjects were selected as target groups for NCD prediction in this study. The thresholds of B-logic yellow grade are shown as in the footnote of Figure 1 . Numbers of subjects in each group and thresholds for BP, BS, and BMI are shown in the footnote of Figure 2 . The color category distribution of target risk groups is close to result of overall subjects based on the result of previous PHC study [2] .
In total, 2,110 subjects (Group D) participated in both the 2012 and 2013 health checkups and had complete health checkup data (Table 1 ).
Statistical Analysis Method
For identifying the ability of PHC program on preventing hypertension, diabetes and obesity, we calculated the mean of systolic BP, diastolic BP, BS, and BMI of each year. We further conducted paired sample t-test and Cohen's d effect size to compare the mean values obtained in the two years of our study.
The analysis in this study is conducted using Python (version 3.5.2) and its statistical computation package StatsModels (version 0.8.0) and xgboost (version 0.6) [15, 16, 17] .
Model Design and Validation Method
We designed a model to predict NCDs in the four target groups listed in Figure 2 using a machine learning approach known as gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT). GBDT, as proposed by Friedman [18] , produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak prediction models, typically decision trees. The ability of a model to predict unknown data is assessed by applying five fold cross-validation [19, 20] .
Cross-validation divides the data into five subsets and repeats the performance measure five times. Each time, one of the five subsets is used as the test data, and the other subsets as the training data. The model was trained using the training data and was then tested using the test data (i.e., to test predictions against known values).
Hyper parameter tuning is conducted via grid search cross validation. The final set of hyper parameter tuning for xgboost models is as follows: learning rate=0.01, estimators=800, gamma=0.2, reg alpha=1, subsample=0.8, colsample bytree=0.8, scale pos weight=1, min child weight=3.3, max depth=3.
We estimated the accuracy of the model by calculating metrics such as the area under the curve (AUC) of receiver operating characteristic curve, sensitivity, specificity, and F-measure of the prediction models. We repeated crossvalidation 10 times and calculated the mean of each metrics. 
Feature Design
Features from a subjects record were designed to fully cover factors that possibly related to NCDs. Dependent variable in this study is set as a binary variable indicating whether a subject will be grouped as the target group, which is the last row in Figure 2 . We use totally 99 variables as explanatory variables in this study.
Basic information and measurement results (49 variables)
The subject profile contains gender, age, site ID (15 sites), site type (rural, suburban, or urban), and checkup. Most of these features are quantitative variables. Measurement items are waist, hip, waist-hip ratio, height, weight, BMI, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, blood sugar (BS), BS type (postprandial or fasting), urine protein, urine sugar, urine urobilinogen, pulse rate, arrhythmia, body temperature and SpO2. Each measurement result is classified (four colors) using specific diagnostic rules we implemented for PHC. These colors are also used as explanatory variables.
Interview sheet (50 variables)
Before receiving remote diagnosis by a doctor, the subjects were interviewed by local staff. The interview was conducted using an interview sheet. The interview sheet contains 31 questions about occupation, present symptoms, past diseases, medication, smoking, weight change, exercise, walking speed, eating behavior, sleeping habits, the desire to have a healthy lifestyle, drug allergies, and surgical history. All of these features are categorical variables. Since some questions are given in a multiple choice format and encoded to one of K coding, there are 50 variables designed from interview sheet as predictors.
Cumulative Accuracy Profile
One way to apply our models in practice is that the models can be used to order the subjects from with most risk to with least risk, to intervene the risker subjects first. This can lead to a more efficient intervention program with better cost performance. To evaluate our models regarding cost performance in such a situation, we introduced cumulative accuracy profile (CAP) curve in our study.
The application of CAP curve is a popular validation technique currently used in financial practice and is often compared with ROC curves [21] . A CAP curve is similar to the ROC curve; however, the ROC curve compares true positive rate (also known as sensitivity) with false positive rate, whereas the CAP curve relates the true positive rate to the rate of all positives. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to apply CAP curves for medical purpose on account of its capability of reflecting a models performance at effectively extracting subjects at risk of NCDs compared with random selection. As Sobehart proposed [22] , to plot CAP curve, subjects are first ordered by model score, from riskiest to safest. For a given fraction x% of the total number of subjects, a CAP curve is constructed by calculating the percentage y(x) of subjects who actually had NCDs in the second year. The y-axis of a CAP curve can be interpreted as a models sensitivity, whereas the x-axis represents the fraction x% of the total number of subjects.
Applying CAP curve herein was a comprehensive and effective way to demonstrate how our model could increase cost performance in the case of PHC program. We thus generated CAP curves for the NCDs risk-predicting models.
Results
Participants' health checkup results across the two study years
In order to identify their demographical difference to the whole group, we compared the number of subjects in Group D with that in Group A in terms of sex, age, BS category, BP category and BMI category as shown in Figure 2 .The color category distribution of target risk groups is close to the result of overall subjects based on the result of previous PHC study [2] .
The BP, BS and BMI results of subjects who joined in both years are presented in Table 2 . In this group, mean systolic BP Table  2 ; the differences between years in all four checkup values were significant, with systolic BP having the largest effect size.
In the PHC program, the applied intervention depends on the B-logic color ranking. Therefore, we considered the effects of the intervention to vary in groups of different color and generated Table 2 to show the difference in systolic BP, BS, and BMI based on subjects' color rankings in the first year. There was a significant decrease in systolic BP for all color rankings. For BS, there was a significant increase in the green group and a significant decrease in the orange and red groups.BMI increased significantly in the green and yellow groups.
Prediction Result
Prediction metrics
We generated a GBDT model to predict four target groups. Table 3 shows the model's prediction performance in terms of AUC, sensitivity, specificity, f-measure, and obtained accuracy. The models showed fairly good performance. The BMI model (AUC=0.910) yielded the greatest AUC among the four items whereas the BP model (AUC=0.730) yielded the lowest. To unify with the result of the CAP curves, sensitivity, specificity, f-measure, and accuracy were generated by setting the median of predicting scores from training data as the threshold for each model. The BMI model had the highest AUC among the four models. Figure 3 shows the model selection CAP curves compared with random selection. In order to improve the efficiency of the intervention program, we can consider a scenario in which the subjects are intervened not immediately after health checkup, but first ranked from with most risk to with least risk based on the health checkup result of total population. Risker subjects are prioritized on intervention in order to take the most advantage of limited medical resource.
CAP curve result
In this scenario, the accuracy of the model will determine the efficiency of the intervention program. By comparing with randomly selecting subjects for intervention with model selecting intervention, we can better understand how well the model performs on improving the efficiency of the intervention with certain medical resource.
In Figure 3 , each point on the model CAP curve indicates the percentage of correctly identified subjects at risk of NCDs (Y -axis) with the percentage of time cost (X-axis) via intervening in the subjects; this is presented sequentially from the subject with the highest to the lowest prediction score. Also in Figure 3 , as a comparison of the models in terms of CAP curves, we highlight the percentage of correctly identified at-risk subjects, with 50.
The four BP, BS, BMI and combined risk prediction models correctly detected 75.6%, 82.3%, 98.0% and 97.2% of subjects at risk of NCDs respectively, with half of the time cost.
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Discussion and Conclusion
In recent years, a great deal of preventive healthcare research utilized predictive models with electronic health record data [8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14] , and studies focusing on predictive models for NCDs have also been reported [23, 24] .
For example, Wu et al. [23] compared three different machine learning approaches to predict heart failure diagnosis more than 6 months before the actual date of clinical diagnosis. Guo et al. [24] fitted logistic models to predict overweight and obesity in adulthood from BMI in childhood.
In this study, we attempted to improve intervention strategy through analyzing collected data, and proposing a cost-effective personalized predictive model to predict the subjects with risk of NCD in the future. Our model should be a powerful tool to improve the effect of health intervention program as well as effectively performing intervention with limited medical resource.
Ours is the first study to use data mining to build models that predict subjects most likely to have hypertension, diabetes or obesity at the same time using health checkup data from a developing country.
Interpretation
Our model performed well at predicting subjects who are likely to have obesity, with an AUC at 0.910. An AUC over 0.9 is considered excellent performance [25] . The BMI model to detect obesity performed better than the others models, which is likely due to the fact that the subjects did not consider obesity as great of a health risk as hypertension and diabetes. Specifically, they were not encouraged to change their lifestyle as much as subjects with hypertension or diabetes, thus outcomes 1 year later were more easily predicted by the model.
The BP and BS models had AUCs of 0.730 and 0.761, respectively, and performed less well than the BMI model. However, evaluation using CAP curves on the test data revealed that these models were able to correctly identify 75.6%, 82.3% and 98.0% of subjects with hypertension, diabetes, and obesity, respectively, with half of the total subjects selected. In other words, these values represent the percentage of work that can be done at 50% of the time cost. We used 50% as a benchmark value in our study to compare the performance between different models in terms of cost reduction. However, results associated with any other values could be generated quite simply using CAP curves, as shown in Figure 4. 
General Applicability and Limitation
Our models were fitted and evaluated with the data collected mostly from suburban factories and rural villages of Bangladesh. To assess its general applicability, we must further evaluate these models with data collected from other developing countries and areas.
The validation done in this study is internal due to the limitation of our sample size. Also, the health intervention program was only conducted for two years, which leads to the fact that our model is built only to predict the risk in the next year. In reality, it is necessary to apply the models to a longer window like the risk of 5-10 years later.
Conclusion
In this study, we designed models that can predict, with high accuracy, the incident rate of NCDs such as hypertension, diabetes or obesity among patients in following year. The models represent powerful tools that could be used to improve the effect of health intervention programs as well as to promote the effective conduction of interventions in situations with limited medical resources. This is achieved via the data-driven detection of patients who are at risk of NCDs.
In the future, we aim to use the results of this study and apply our models to our established health intervention programs in developing countries.
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